Post Card Push-Back
FACT #1- Most of the Government Officials & Corporate clown elite are not on GAB and get their
other social media filtered through minions. So while you may preach to your like minded choir and
friends, it has no effect on them.
FACT #2- TRUE, the same might be true USPS mail in some cases. But done often enough we may be
able to RED PILL the minion enough where some get through to the addressee.
FACT #3- A return address is only a suggestion.
Fact #4- Post card postage is $0.36 .
Fact #5- Return address is a suggestion, not a regulation. So you can have anonymity.
Fact #6- One push-back post card makes you a nut case. 15 Or more of the same post card from
different zip codes makes a meme team. Get friends to help. Or use mail boxes in other zip codes in
your daily travels. Use different stamps.
HOW TO #1- USE 20LBS CARD
STOCK, WHITE
HOW TO #2- You only have to do
one sided printing to print out
your meme to the size shown
below.
HOW TO #3- When cutting out
your meme to mail, it does not
have to be perfection, just close.
HOW TO #4- A return address is
only a suggestion. A phrase like ,
i.e. “We The People are pissed
off”' or a group name can be a
substitute. Use your creative
minds.
HOW TO #5- Comments on the
back side are optional.
HOW TO #6- Get together with
others to send the same card to the
same addressee. There is leverage
in numbers.
HOW TO #7- Do not use threats
in your meme or your substitute
return address. Push fact, law, and
sarcasm or satire grounded in fact.
HOW TO #8- Copy, print, share,
distribute this meme at will. Pushbacks not used are lost
opportunities.
HOW TO #9- Join us by
registering at; theS2project.com.
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